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This report was based on a national survey of 203 
organizations to assess the impact of the economic 
downturn on community organizing. The survey was 
conducted between November 2009 and February 2010. 
Though much research had been done on the non-profit 
sector, very little was known about how organizing may 
have been affected. The results showed that organizations 
continued and grew the work to support and address the 
crises in their communities while facing decreased capacity 
and resources. We find this to be inspiring. But that same 
story can also be read negatively. Organizations are doing a 
lot more work with a lot less—less money, less training, less 
infrastructure and less staffing. We hope that the findings in 
the report stimulate conversations on how to create a more 
sustainable infrastructure for organizing groups—both in 
terms of short term recovery and long term sustainability. 

Organizations Serve Community Needs with 
reduced resources

As the economic crisis hit, grassroots organizations, new 
ones to decades old, immediately began responding and 
supporting the communities most severely impacted by 
home foreclosures, skyrocketing unemployment, inability 
to meet basic needs, government cuts in funding and 
services, etc. The survey found that 8 out of 10 organizations 
had maintained or increased their programmatic work. 
Meanwhile, the economic crisis impacted philanthropic 
institutions’ ability to give, which in turn affected funded 
organizations. Most organizations experienced some 
level of shifts in their revenue sources and 8 out of 10 
organizations attributed that change to the economic 
downturn. Almost two thirds (65%) of the organizations saw a 
decrease in foundation giving and half (55%) saw a decrease in 
government funding. Direct donations, fees for services and 
membership dues saw a lesser decrease than foundation and 
government funding. One-third of organizations reported 
decreases in direct donations and one quarter had decreased 
fee for services. Sixty seven percent of organizations found 
that time spent on fundraising had increased. 

Staffing is a key vehicle to deliver on organizational mission 
for any organization. With the decrease in funding sources, 
personnel are often the largest budget line item cut. Almost 
half (45%) the organizations had cut staff positions. 31% 
of organizations reported cutting staff hours. One quarter 
reduced salaries but organizations that were able to 
maintain salaries noted freezes on raises or not being able to 

do cost of living adjustments (COLA). Less than a quarter 
of the organizations said they cut health/dental benefits 
but noted that aspects of the benefits were reduced such as 
staff paying increased out of pocket costs. The survey found 
that staff are experiencing stress, feeling overworked and 
fatigued. Staffing cuts, whether hours or full positions, meant 
increased workloads in the face of increased need. 

Volunteers augmented staff capacity. The survey found that 
almost half of the organizations had increased the use of 
volunteers and interns. 39% of organizations said that they 
were collaborating with other organizations on programs. 
One third found that they needed to reduce or eliminate 
programs as a direct result of personnel reduction. 18% 
increased use of contractors. 

The reduced resources also impacted the short and long-
term financial health of organizations. The survey probed the 
different ways that the organizations’ day to day functions 
were being impacted. 4 out 10 organizations are depleting their 
reserves. One third of organizations are living month to month. 
One fifth are sharing expenses with another organization. 
Finally, for a few, the downturn has hit hard enough that 
they are not able to maintain their organizations. Amongst 
the survey respondents, five organizations reported they 
were planning to shut down. When considering that this is 
five organizations within a four month period, at least one 
organization shuts down per month. 

Working to Diversify and Strengthen Funding

As one organization noted, the economic crisis was 
their wake up call to diversify their funding sources. 
Organizations are using many strategies to fill in the gaps 
in their funding streams. Common strategies included 
building relationships with new foundations, hosting 
events, starting or expanding grassroots fundraising and 
individual donor cultivation. Earned income and small 

“...organizations continued 
and grew the work to support 
and address the crises in their 
communities while facing decreased 
capacity and resources.”

eXecutiVe SummarY
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business ventures, matching funds, online fundraising 
and collaborating with other organizations were other 
strategies. A strategic fundraising and spending strategy 
was mentioned as an important step in sustaining their 
organization. Organizations were also involving more 
people in fundraising. Overall, diversification is a sensible 
strategy to improve sustainability, but it does not come 
without challenges. Diversifying revenues takes time. 

In addition, the survey probed organizers what they 
thought foundations could do to support organizing, as well 
as key issues affecting funder-organization partnerships. 
They stated:

•	 Support local, often small grassroots organizations, not 
just bigger, more mainstream ones.

•	 Give based on long term goals, not just fads.

•	 Ensure that the work is authentically organizing and 
that change happens bottom up. 

•	 Recognize community expertise and leadership, and seek 
community input. 

•	 Give more core support.

•	 Diversify type of support such as professional 
development.

•	 Develop two way evaluations.

•	 Mitigate/remove obstacles to funding organizing.

•	 Streamline the administrative processes such as the 
application or reporting process.

Building our Sustainable Movements 

The pressures on communities aren’t expected to subside 
any time soon. In addition, there is a renewed effort on the 
part of reactionary media to discredit progressive, left and 
liberal social movements. At the same time, this moment 
presents a set of new possibilities for our movements to 
respond, address the structural and systemic issues—and 
thrive. 

Now is the opportune moment to step back and engage 
ourselves and major stakeholders on how we can create 
stronger and more sustainable organizations. This includes 
thinking about immediate recovery to the organizing 
sector as well as long term investments that will place 
organizations in more solid positions in the future. This is 
our call to—and we don’t purport to have the prescription 
for action—build off the data and stories and engage each 
other and major stakeholders on how to create a sustainable 
movement. We hope this report and its findings will help 

to stimulate those conversations. For instance, one of the 
advisors to this study suggested “what are the most viable 
and strategic interventions that can be made, as gleaned 
from this study?” We invite you to share your thoughts 
and questions with us (from the US Social Forum to local 
convenings to online spaces including our project blog) 
and with each other. We invite the philanthropic sector 
to add to the dialogue, support these conversations, and 
brainstorm ways that we can build a strong sector. 

Herein lies all the answers we need to survive and thrive—
in our hearts, and experiences we live every day. Let us 
continue our journey of inquiry, and demonstrate for our 
future generations, that another world is possible, only if we 
listen to ourselves.
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Organizing continues to thrive. Almost every day, there 
are direct actions protesting the recent anti-immigrant law 
in Arizona, rallies outside of banks whose policies have 
left low income families without their homes, and local 
efforts to address criminalization of young people as well 
as to protect public education. Whatever the issue, this is a 
decisive period for public policy advocacy and engagement 
of people through community organizing.

The past few years brought countless historic changes 
and challenges. We faced, as one surveyed organization 
described it, “not an economic downturn… but a partial 
systemic failure.” We are facing some of the severest 
environmental disasters from Hurricane Katrina to the 
current BP oil spill. At the same time, we witnessed a 
historic presidential election and the first serious public 
discussion on climate change. It seemed that in this new 
political and economic context, grassroots voices would be 
heard finally. Local organizations that had been leading 
successful campaigns on the ground had created national 
alliances to integrate power and strategy to achieve greater 
impact locally, nationally, and internationally. There was 
hope for the massive shifts that so many of us felt ready for.

As the economic crisis hit, grassroots organizations, new 
ones to decades old, immediately began responding and 
supporting the communities most severely impacted by 
home foreclosures, skyrocketing unemployment, increased 
poverty, targeting of immigrants, increased homophobia, 
etc. But at the same time that the need and demand 
escalated, resources decreased. One of the groups surveyed 
in this project described it best: 

Resources that support Indigenous base-building and organizing 
have dwindled while the issues of concern such as mineral 
extraction and fossil fuel development has expanded within 
American Indian/Alaska Natives, First Nations in Canada, and 
Indigenous Peoples territories. The changes to the political climate 
last year with the election of [Obama] also added to the push for 
increased action and movement. People felt there was more hope 
and wanted to move quickly and strategically in order to ride the 
wave of the new political climate. While this has died down a 
bit, it has greatly affected the movement building community and 
has therefore increased our work. In short: no money, perception 
of new hope politically = additional work for those movement 
organizations that are still standing and have managed to keep 
their doors open during these extreme economic shortages.

The positive side of the story is one where organizations 
continued and grew the work to support and address the 
crises in their communities while facing decreased capacity 
and resources. We find this to be inspiring. But that same 
story can also be read negatively. Organizations are doing a 
lot more work with a lot less—less money, less training, less 
infrastructure and less staffing.

The pressures on communities aren’t expected to subside 
any time soon. In addition, there is a renewed effort on the 
part of reactionary media to discredit progressive, left and 
liberal social movements. At the same time, this moment 
presents a set of new possibilities for our movements to 
respond, address the structural and systemic issues—and 
thrive. But in order to fully capture the possibilities of this 
moment, organizations need to urgently be supported and 
sustained. 

gOAlS AND PurPOSE OF tHE StuDY

The DataCenter and National Organizers Alliance, with 
the support of a national advisory committee, created the 
Sustaining Organizing Survey (SOS), a national survey to 
assess the impact of the economy specifically on grassroots 
organizing and those that support such efforts. 

As partners of grassroots community organizations and 
organizers for over thirty years, we have seen the work 
of community organizations in movement building. 
Organizations are not the movement per se, but a force 
that plays strategic roles in responding to and addressing 

structural inequities and working towards transforming 
lives. When the economic crisis hit, questions arose for 
us—how were organizations faring during the economic 
downturn? With decreased philanthropic giving, state 
budget cuts and increased demand for services, what was 
the impact on organizing? In answering these questions, 
we wanted to achieve two things: to unearth strategies 
used by organizations in order to sustain organizing work, 
and to identify ways to further strengthen the work in 
order to build a sustainable infrastructure that can support 
organizing. The survey aimed to gather information in a 
short period of time, and ultimately, to use the findings as a 
stimulus to generate discussion and strategies. 

intrOductiOn
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MEtHODOlOgY

The project began in the summer of 2009 with an extensive 
literature review of previous studies on the impact of the 
economy on non-profit organizations. Many surveys and 
analyses had been done and the SOS project created an 
annotated bibliography available on the project blog 1. 
Though comprehensive, most of the studies, particularly 
the national ones, focused on the non-profit infrastructure 
in general. We were interested in finding out specifically 
what was happening to those doing organizing and 
movement building work. 

A 30-question survey was designed and explored the 
changes in organizational programs, funding and staffing 
over the past two years. In order to get the experience of 
organizations in their own words, half of the questions were 
open ended or had space for comments and explanations. 

We consider this the “gem” of the report; hearing in 
organizations’ own words what was happening in their 
organizations. Thus, the findings in this report include the 
numeric responses from the multiple choice questions, as 
well as a myriad of themes and specific quotes and ideas 
that came from those qualitative responses. 

The survey was conducted over a four month period—from 
November 2009 to February 2010. Outreach for the 
survey was done electronically—through emails, listservs 
and organizational websites by DataCenter and NOA 
as well as the Advisory Board members and many of our 
partner organizations and allies. Survey respondents self-
identified if they qualified for the survey—if they engaged 
in organizing work or supported organizations that engaged 
in organizing work. A total of 203 organizations responded 
to the survey. 

ABOut tHE rESPONDENtS

 l Type of Organizations  
Almost two-thirds (64%) of respondents are engaged in 
local, regional, statewide or national direct organizing 
work. Eighteen percent are a part of the support 
infrastructure such as research, policy and media 
support. Eleven percent indicated multiple roles. A 
handful of organizations (7%) that checked ‘other’ 
included community foundations, community or 
economic development corporations, university centers, 
local commissions, etc. 

1. Sustaining Organizing Blog: http://sustainingorganizing.tumblr.com/

table 1:  demographics of Organizations Surveyed

type of Organization
local, grassroots organizing 43%

National, Statewide and 
regional Organizing groups 21%

research, Policy, Advocacy
and intermediaries 18%

Other (international, foundation
local commissions, etc.) 7%

Multiple (marked more than one) 11%

Year Founded
Before 1980 23%
1981-1990 18%
1991-2000 35%
2001 to now 24%

region
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic 23%
Midwest 17%
Southeast 10%
Southwest 6%
West 44%

Organizational Budgets
zero to $500,00 54%
$500,000–$1,000,000 26%
Above $1,000,000 20%

Staff Size
0-3 46%
4-8 29%
9 or more 25%

Staff (S) and director (d) 
demographics S d

Woman 88% 70%
Person of Color 81% 52%
lgBtQQi 46% 22%
immigrant 41% 20%
Youth 25% 5%
Senior 20% 6%
Person with disability 14% 8%
Formerly incarcerated 8% 3%
transgender 8% 3%

Source:  SOS Survey 2010
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 l Where they are Based 
The highest response (44%) came from the West (most 
were in California but also included Hawaii, Oregon, 
Alaska, Idaho and Washington). Almost one quarter 
(23%) are based in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic, 
and 17% are from the Midwest. Southeast (10%) and 
Southwest (6%) had lower responses. 

 l Organization Size and Budget 
Most of the organizations in the survey have modest 
budgets and small staff sizes. Half of the organizations 
were small in size with budgets below $500,000. Almost 
half had only 3 staff or less. 

 l Demographics 
Seven out of ten organizations are led by women. Half 
of the directors are persons of color. At least 8 out of 
10 organizations have staff that are women or people of 
color. In addition, almost half (46%) of the organizations 
have staff that identify as LGBTQQI (lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, and intersex) 
and 41% are immigrant. 

 l Area of Work 
Organizations report working in all areas of social 
justice. Some of the top areas include environment and 
environmental justice, education and youth, housing, 
economic justice and labor, and immigration. Most work 
in multiple issues. Other areas included health, criminal 
justice, racial justice, women’s rights, LGBTQQI rights, 
interpersonal violence, militarism and peace and many 
more. 

 l Constituents 
Over two-thirds of the organizations report that their 
primary constituents are low income people and people 
of color. Almost half work with immigrants and young 
people. Forty percent work with women and 20% with 

LGBTQQI communities. Other constituents include 
indigenous (17%), incarcerated or formerly incarcerated 
persons (16%), persons with disability (13%) and 
survivors of interpersonal violence (11%). 

 l Limitations and Further Research  
Though happy with the response size, the sample 
size was not large enough to do comparisons amongst 
organizations—i.e. differences that came up between 
regions, type of organizations, budget sizes, etc. We 
see further need for this type of research including a 
complete census of organizing and movement building 
groups in order to better assess best practices and 
strategies. 

 l Report Outline 
The report begins with the State of Communities—a 
summary of qualitative responses on the impact of 
the economy on communities that organizations work 
in. Section 2 explores the impact of the economy on 
their program work, Section 3 describes the impact on 
revenue, Section 4, the impact on staffing and capacity 
and Section 5, the impact on the organization. The last 
three sections focus on fundraising strategy and ways to 
improve giving. 

 

taBle 2:  Primary constituents
low income 69%
People of Color 68%
immigrants 48%
Young People 48%
Women 40%
lgBtQQi 20%
indigenous 17%
incarcerated or Formerly incarcerated 16%
Persons with Disability 13%
Survivors of interpersonal Violence 11%

Source:  SOS  Survey 2010
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Organizations described the ways the economic 
downturn was impacting their communities. Many of the 
communities already in precarious situations are pushed 
into further economic hardships due to the economic 
downturn. “The economic downturn has really exacerbated 
the issues that we have been working on in our constituency 
for 10 years.” One organization described it as a domino 
effect: “This was the hardest hit [in the] last two years 
due in big part of the domino effect of business going out, 
people bankrupting, people with less ability to borrow 
money, [and] state budget gutting [the] entire sector of 
life saving services.” The following are recurring themes 
emerging from the stories of the constituents: 

JOBlESSNESS iS A HugE iSSuE FACED BY tHEir 
COMMuNitiES.

Communities suffer from job loss, unemployment, 
underemployment, and work insecurity. As one 
organization describes it, they see a more vulnerable 
workforce and an increase in exploitative conditions 
“coupled with desperation to hang onto [the] job, no matter 
how abusive.” Often included with job loss is the loss of 
health benefits. 

DECrEASED gOVErNMENt SuPPOrt iS CrEAtiNg 
HArDSHiP.

Organizations identify cuts in services, programs and 
funding as negatively impacting their communities. 
For many communities, these services are a lifeline and 
their loss has severe impact—“this economic crisis has 
compounded the problems further through the additional 
loss of county, state and federal programs as well as job loss. 
‘We know what it is to be broke at the end of the month,’ 
as one of our constituency said concerning the economic 
recession.”

COMMuNitiES HAVE rESiDENtS WHO ArE lOSiNg 
Or ArE ON tHE VErgE OF lOSiNg tHEir HOMES. 

Evictions, foreclosures, losing housing subsidies, 
homelessness, and being on the verge of all these are 
the type of housing issues affecting communities. “Our 
membership also primarily comes from the neighborhood 
with the highest rates of foreclosures in the state. Many of 

our members are losing their homes or being evicted, as 
tenants, from homes that are in foreclosure.”

tHE HArDSHiP iS EMOtiONAllY AND 
PSYCHOlOgiCAllY DiFFiCult FOr COMMuNitiES. 

Organizations found that there were emotional impacts 
in their communities. “People are hurting, their ability 
to provide for their families, to make a living have been 
impacted in such a way that we see people hungry, people 
who tried to commit suicide, families breaking, some 
returning to [their home country], entire families moving 
in their elderly parents apartment, elders in limited income 
having to feed the laid off adult children, more gambling 
addiction, and substance abuse, and mental break downs.” 
Another organization noted how the stress was increasing 
interpersonal (domestic) violence in their community. 

COMMuNitiES StrugglE tO MEEt tHEir BASiC NEEDS. 

Having money for basic needs like food, transportation, 
rent, etc., was an issue for many communities. One 
organization found that “several families have had to go on 
welfare so that their child’s food/formula is paid for. Other 
families are living in or close to poverty.”

YOuNg PEOPlE ArE iNCrEASiNglY VulNErABlE. 

A couple of organizations described how youth were being 
impacted, for example, by becoming more vulnerable to 
military recruitment as their only employment option. 
Another organization described an escalation in issues 
youth faced: “The greatest impact has been on the young 
people we work with; they already experience ongoing 
and systemic economic violence so the ‘downturn’ has 
just escalated their conditions - from needing to leave 
our programs to find work, to supporting their families/
households at higher levels, to increased concerns for daily 
safety moving through the city (from police harassment to 
detention, etc.).”

The impact on constituents also had certain impacts on 
organizations’ ability to build their base. This included the 
drop in membership dues, particularly since communities 
were struggling with unemployment and paying for the 
most basic needs. The above factors also had an impact on 
time and being able to participate in meetings or travel to 
events. There were also examples of membership turnover 
because people had to leave to look for work or leave 
because they lost their housing. But as we’ll see in the 
next section, the greatest impact on organizations is the 
increased need for their services. 

SectiOn 1: the State OF their cOmmunitieS

“We know what it is to be broke at 
the end of the month...”
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We saw from the previous section that the economic 
recession created multiple impacts and crises for 
communities where surveyed organizations work. For the 
organizations serving them, this meant an uphill effort to 
keep up with those needs. The survey found that 8 out of 
10 organizations maintained or increased their program 
work.

OrgANizAtiONS WOrkiNg iN COAlitiONS

Eighty six percent of the organizations reported 
maintaining or increasing their coalition work. As one 
organization pointed out, it has become an important 
strategy in filling in the resource gaps: “We also are trying 
to partner with other organizations to get the work done 
because it is clear we don’t have the capacity to do all of it 
and there isn’t a chance to build out that much.” Another 
organization described the need to build coalitions in order 
to build more power: “[A] new alliance of [people of color]-
led membership base building groups is developing in 
direct response to reduced capacity but urgency of seizing 
the political/economic moment—could ultimately increase 
our local power significantly.” Generally, it seemed that 
groups were finding common platforms and expanding the 
landscape of their allied activities. 

MAiNtAiNED Or iNCrEASED WOrk iN All ArEAS

Coalition work increased by a slightly higher margin 
than other programmatic areas. Overall, organizations 
reported increasing or maintaining work in all areas of their 
programs (TABLE 3). One organization described multiple 
increases and how they stepped up to respond to their 
constituents’ needs: “In addition to organizing, we engage 

in community building activities which have dramatically 
increased, including food distribution. Additionally, 
our organizing campaigns related are coalescing around 
addressing the growing racial and economic disparities in 
our communities.”

The need in communities increased and organizations 
responded to maintain their work. This phenomenon 
demonstrates for us that organizing is influenced by 
the immediate needs and urgent efforts for the survival 
of communities. While community organizing seeks 
institutional change, it also must address the immediate 
conditions within their community. For example, 
increased reliance on public systems grew as government 
services were cut. One group saw the most pressing need 
amongst their members to be direct services—“navigating 
unemployment insurance, SSI, health care, public benefits 
stuff, so [we] have needed to shift into more direct service 
focus as well education in areas never trained on before 
such as public benefits, modifying a home loan & the 
economic crisis.” Another organization found that it had to 
do more direct services when a shelter shut down and they 
had to fill in those gaps in services. 

Furthermore, such moments of crises are an opportunity to 
do critical systems analysis work, education and awareness 
building both within the community and externally. The 
present moment is ripe indeed, to raise awareness about 
the very systemic root causes of the crisis—“We have 
been doing more education with our members about the 
economic crisis and the roots of the crisis.” 

The crisis brought new issues forward which communities 
were facing and where organizations had expanded their 
work as needed. One group described how they moved 
into new areas of organizing during this period (e.g., 
foreclosures). Another increased their activities in a 
particular program: “our youth organizing is increasing as 
drop out rates and violence are soaring in our area.” 

FuNDiNg iMPACtS ON PrOgrAM WOrk

The next section will take a closer look at the impact of 
funding on organizations. In this section, we want to 
note the way funding specifically impacts programmatic 
strategies. The responses varied. For example, one 
organization experienced decreased funding for their direct 
services work, while for another, it had increased. The 
reality is that certain funding decisions determine what 
kind of work an organization can or can not do. 

SectiOn 2: OrganizatiOnS SteP uP tO SerVe needS

taBle 3:  Programming

Program work Stayed the Same or increased

Coalition Work 86%

Policy, Advocacy and Analysis 83%

Community Organizing 82%

Community trainings, Education, 
Awareness Building 80%

Communications 80%

Direct Services 78%

research and Documentation 75%
Source:  SOS Survey 2010
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One organization described how they had increased their 
statewide and civic engagement work due to available 
funding. Another organization lost all their funding for 
youth organizing and had to shut down the program. Other 
types of examples alluded to the inability to designate time in 
certain areas such as research, communications, policy, etc.

So far, we have seen the existing needs in the communities 
and ways that organizations are stepping up to fill those 
needs. But with immense resource cuts, the burden on 
organizations to sustain the work is heavy. The next few 
sections looks at the impact of reduced or stretched funds and 
ways that organizations have adjusted to keep the work going.

The economic crisis impacted philanthropic institutions’ 
ability to give, which in turn affected funded organizations. 
Most organizations experienced some level of shifts in their 
revenue sources and 8 out 10 organizations attributed that 
change to the economic downturn. 

revenues Overview

The survey probed the type of assets organizations had 
in the past three years as a gauge of the types of revenue 
streams they have. 7 out of 10 reported receiving general 
support grants and 64% had multi-year grants. As one 
organization noted, without a three year grant, they would 
have gone under when the economic crisis hit. A little less 
than half (43%) had a major donor program in place. 

A third of the organizations expected their budgets to 
decrease in 2010. However, 1 out of 4 expected growth 
during the same year. The remaining are planning on 
maintaining their current budgets. But the process to 
maintain the funding hasn’t been easy. As one organization 
noted: “we have been able to more or less maintain funding 
levels but have had to diversify and work harder to do so.” 

Foundation and government Funding See 
largest Decrease

Almost two thirds of organizations (65%) reported a 
decrease in foundation giving. There were various ways 
organizations experienced the decrease. Some noted getting 
less grants or reduced amounts. Others were impacted 
by protraction of the funding cycle (i.e. from 12 to 18 
months), foundations not taking on new grantees, delayed 
grant decision-making or payout, or terminal grants (grants 
that will not be renewed from a given funder). 

A smaller percentage of organizations noted an increase 
in giving. One organization described how their “ability 
to raise resources can be attributed to supportive program 
officers, a strong track history of proven effectiveness, and 
exploring new opportunities.” A couple of organizations 
that experienced increases expressed concern about being 
able to sustain it: “While we have indicated an increase, we 
are just now beginning to feel the effects of the economy. 
We recently received our first ‘deferred’ grant. This will 
have a devastating effect on our programming.” 

SectiOn 3: OrganizatiOnal reSOurceS

“We have been doing more 
education with our members about 
the economic crisis and the roots of 
the crisis.”
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Though only one third of organizations received 
government funding, more than half (55%) of them saw a 
reduction of that funding. For certain communities, that 
loss is devastating. As one Indigenous organization noted, 
they don’t have access to casino money, so the government 
funds were critical in supporting their communities. 
Eighteen organizations accessed stimulus funds. 

Donations, Fees for Services and Membership 
Dues also Decreased

Direct donations, fees for services and membership dues 
saw a smaller decrease than foundation and government 
funding. One-third of organizations reported decreases 

in direct donations and one quarter had decreased fee for 
services. There were many comments about the decrease in 
donations and individuals not being able to give as much. 
“Many donors spoke candidly about how difficult it was for 
them this year. Some had lost money in the crash, others’ 
income had decreased and they were finding it difficult to 
make ends meet, so they were unable to continue.” 

But there were also stories of organizations that were able 
to maintain or increase support by diversifying their sources 
of income. One third of organizations had increased their 
direct donations and one-third saw an increase in their fee 
for services. One group stated that “individual contribution 
came to help sustain us.” Another used the downturn as a 
way to create a fundraising plan: “Because of the downturn 
and some strategic planning we have sought to diversify our 
source of donations and establish a membership program.” 

MOrE tiME NEEDED tO FuNDrAiSE 

Sixty seven percent of organizations found that time spent 
on fundraising had increased. “Staff has played a larger 
role in individual donor work. We have experimented 
with doing full staff, full day calling days for individual 
donations and set concrete individual goals for staff for 
grassroots fundraising events. In general, we are broadening 
the responsibility for fundraising to include the entire staff 
and to have staff dedicate more time for fundraising in their 
work plans.” This sometimes included staff fundraising 
for their own positions. Other roles included having 
staff participate more in grassroots fundraising, donor 
cultivation, doing “asks” and putting on more events. 

The issue of resources has been challenging. One 
organization was able to give us a positive spin in the ways 
that, even in these economically strained times: 

Foundation money has become less available and more 
competitive for past years, the economic crisis made it worse. 
We didn’t have state money anyways but indirectly, the shelters 
that did receive it have been hit hard, some closed down, and 
more people now are in need, so indirectly, increased our work 
so much that we have no time left to be more creative, and 
more of our own resources had to be dipped in. People have less 
money to give, especially if they lost their jobs. However, there 
is a spirit of generosity, and caring that is also visible, and more 
people are coming together trying to do something about it.

Amidst the recession and resource scarcity, to grow program 
as most organizations did, meant that the price had to be 
paid from somewhere other than revenue. One organization 
quite bluntly said, “Suck it up, more with less.” And the 
reality is that’s exactly what organizations did. But the cost 
on sustainability, staffing, and health is impacted. 

table 4: resources

in the past three years, organizations had the following 
revenue sources or assets

general Support grants 70%

Multi-year grants 65%

Major donors 43%

Property Ownership 14%

Endowments 9%

loans 8%

Planned giving 6%

changes in the Funding resources -  
decreased (d) or increased (i)

d i

Foundations 65% 19%

government Funding  
(not including stimulus) (71 
orgs)

55% 18%

Endowment (31 orgs) 50% 10%

Direct Donations 35% 34%

Membership Dues 28% 27%

Fee For Service 27% 34%

Stimulus Funds (18 orgs) 22% 61%

expect their Budgets to be

less than in 2009 37%

Same as in 2009 39%

More than in 2009 24%

Attribute change in 
resources to the economic 
downturn

82%

Source: SOS Survey 2010
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Staffing is a key vehicle to deliver on organizational mission 
for any organization. With the decrease in funding sources, 
personnel are often the largest budget line item. 

Staffing and Benefits are Cut

The survey found that organizations did make various 
staffing cuts due to the resources cuts.

•	 Almost half (45%) the organizations had cut staff 
positions.

•	 Thirty-one percent of organizations reported cutting 
staff hours. Some organizations had initiated furloughs 
such as unpaid time off, two weeks off, and furlough 
Fridays. 

•	 One quarter reduced salaries but some organizations 
that were able to maintain salaries noted freezes on 
raises or not being able to do cost of living adjustments 
(COLA). 

•	 Less than a quarter of the organizations said they cut 
health/dental benefits. But in the comments, some of 
the organizations did note that aspects of the benefits 
were reduced such as staff paying increased out of 
pocket costs. Increasing health care costs was mentioned 
multiple times as an issue for the organizations. 

Staffing cuts, whether hours or full positions, meant 
increased workloads in the face of increased need. “More 
crisis work means longer hours, and a plunge in funding 
means fewer staff positions.” In short, staff is working more 
hours under decreased capacity, and often with decreased 
benefits. 

One organization described an array of personnel related 
cuts: “We were not able to raise any salaries or hire new 
staff due to financial constraints. We had to lower the 
quality of the health benefits offered as well and were 
not able to offer a retirement plan as hoped. We have 
replaced higher salaries with more vacation days and 
possible sabbaticals. This is also in response to the increase 
number of hours staff has had to work to maintain high 
quality levels of programming and trainings and expand 
fundraising strategies.” 

On the other hand, some had reduced salaries as one way 
of avoiding lay offs: “Our entire staff have had to go on 
work-share, cutting our salaries between 20-50% and one 
person taking a voluntary 100% cut. But our workload has 

increased instead because we haven’t been able to hire for 
positions left unstaffed. We have avoided having to layoff 
anyone which is one minor bright spot in all this.” 

Organizations Address Staffing Cuts 

Volunteers augmented staff capacity. The survey found that 
almost half of the organizations had increased the use of 
volunteers and interns. One organization used volunteer 
programs such as AmeriCorps as a way to increase capacity 
and train local leaders. For them, moving the apprentices 
into staffing position is an important principle, but 
that prospect seemed grim given the unstable financial 

SectiOn 4: StaFFing and caPacitY 

table 5: Staffing 

Staffing decreases 

Staffing Positions 45%

Staff hours 31%

Staff Benefit decreases

Staff Salaries 25%

Professional Development 40%

Sabbaticals (65 orgs provide) 24%

Staff health/Dental/Pension 23%

Staff Vacation/Sick Days 11%

ways to fill in gaps due to decreases 

increased use of volunteers and 
interns

43%

Collaborated with other organizations 
on program

39%

reduced or eliminated programs 37%

increase use of contractors 18%

transferred program to other 
organizations

3%

No reductions 24%

Staff experience of the following

Stress 81%

Overworked 70%

Fatigue 65%

loss of Sleep 52%

Headaches 38%
Source: SOS Survey 2010
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conditions. Another found help through partnerships: 
“Close partnerships with local professors who ‘get’ our work 
and help recruit highly talented interns, spend a little extra 
on people who can help us train volunteers to take on tasks 
that otherwise a program or staff would cover.” 

Other strategies included collaborating with other 
organizations on programs (39%) and increasing the use of 
volunteers (18%). Over one third found that they needed to 
reduce or eliminate programs as a direct result of personnel 
reduction.

Organizations also restructured and reprioritized the work 
to make do with the reduced staffing. “We’ve reduced staff 
and have had to prioritize the most important work and 
most strategic use of limited resources.” One organization 
found that merging had increased their capacity: “We 
have increased our staff because we merged with another 
organization. Although this merger was not inspired by 
the economy, the strategy of merging does make sense 
especially during this time of funding uncertainty.”

Ensuring programs usually entailed multiple strategies: 
“more consolidated program/organizing work, less 
decentralized projects. To make this possible, we invested 
money in hiring much more senior/experienced senior staff. 
We are focusing more deeply on leadership development, 
to ensure a strong volunteer grassroots leadership base even 
with less staff capacity. [Doing] strategic, long-term alliance 
building (not issue based tactical coalitions).”

Staff Health

The survey found that staff are experiencing stress (81%), 
feeling overworked (70%) and fatigued (65%). It is 

generally true that this tends to be the nature of organizing 
work. A veteran organizer of 40 years noted that that’s how 
it’s always been. On the other hand, many organizations 
did attribute their stress to the particular pressures of 
decreased staffing with more work, increased community 
need and the pressure of raising money. “We have a growth 
plan and crucially important campaigns that staff are 
working on. Burnout is highly likely. Also, the stress of 
cash flow—meeting payroll, keeping the phones on, etc. is 
overwhelming.” Another organization found that “staff are 
feeling frustrated and overworked which has already led to 
lower morale and may lead to loss of talented staff.” 

Sustainability of staff morale and health seems like an 
important principle in concept, but difficult to achieve in 
practice; yet, organizations seem committed to it, taking 
advantage of the crisis. “Many staff have experienced a 
combination of the above health issues, though it is difficult 
to measure the degree to which we might have experienced 
more/less of these symptoms in the last 12 months. We are 
definitely aware of and working to make our organization 
and ourselves more sustainable and particularly using 
the opportunity of the merger to focus on creating a new 
unified organizational culture that is sustainable and 
healthy.”

“staff are feeling frustrated and 
overworked which has already led to 
lower morale and may lead to loss of 
talented staff.” ”
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The reduced resources also impacted the short and long-
term financial health of organizations. The survey probed 
the different ways that the organizations’ day-to-day 
functions were being impacted.

Forty percent of organizations are depleting their reserves 
and one third are living month to month. 

One organization described having to draw down half 
their reserves when a change in funding cycles created a 
cash flow problem for them. For extreme situations where 
organizations that were already financially struggling, 
the economic downturn exacerbated the problem. 
“Organizations…which have always run on a shoestring 
budget are under great strain to provide more services and 

do more with much less, we didn’t have any fat reserves 
to weather this storm.” Another organization described 
holding off paying staff in order to cover other bills. 

There were different ways that organizations then scaled 
down. Some organizations had reduced office size or closed 
down their office and had staff working from home. “Do 
it for cheap, find ways to do the work more effectively, be 
smart about spending money, work from home.” Others 
collaborated with other organizations. “We have initiated 
a conversation with like-minded grassroots community 
and worker-rights organizations about exploring ways to 
share administrative capacity, fundraising and financial 
management.” Others decreased line items like travels and 
events. Many said they reorganized in order to be more 
efficient. Organizations may have maintained the work but 
are not able to grow and expand as much as wanted. 

Finally, for a few, the downturn had hit hard enough 
that they were not able to maintain their organizations. 
Amongst the survey respondents, five organizations 
reported they were planning to shut down. When 
considering that this was five organizations within a four 
month period, at least one organization had shut down per 
month. 

Within such maintenance, there is the realization that 
we need to move ourselves back into a more sustainable 
movement. “The economic crisis has pushed us to use 
our resources more effectively to address key issues of 
our members; it also made us realize that we needed to 
increase infrastructure support for long term sustainability.” 
The next section explores ways that organizations tried to 
expand their resources.

table 6: Finances

Financial Operations 

Depleting reserves 40%

living month to month 35%

Sharing expenses with another 
organizations

20%

Delaying payments to vendors 18%

using line of credit 10%

Borrowing money to sustain operations 7%

Merging with another organizations 5%

Dipping into principal of endowment 4%

Planning to shut down the 
organizations (5 organizations)

3%

Source: SOS Survey 2010

SectiOn 5: imPact On the OrganizatiOn 

As one organization noted, the economic crisis alerted 
them to diversify their funding sources: “This organization 
has been 98% dependent on foundation support. The 
downturn was a wake-up call that made us realize that 
we need to diversify our funding streams!” While there 
is still some resistance the success of the special events 
and individual donor campaigns helped staff understand 

how important these sources can be for discretionary 
funding.” It is also noteworthy that organizations seem to 
be implementing strategies aimed at short-term returns as 
well as longer-term returns concurrently, relying on tools 
and media, old and new. Results seemed to be mixed, while 
the recognition of the importance of funding diversification 
seemed to guide ongoing efforts.

SectiOn 6:  
the wake uP call—eXPanding FundraiSing StrategY
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Diversification of revenue Sources

Organizations are using many strategies to fill in the gaps 
in their funding streams. Common strategies included 
building relationships with new foundations; hosting 
events, new or expanding grassroots fundraising and 
individual donor cultivation. Earned income, matching 
funds, online fundraising and collaborating with other 
organizations were other strategies.

Online fundraising was mentioned a few times, ranging 
from online auction sites to social networking. “What 
had been GREAT has been Facebook and Network For 
Good—we get random small donations, people will donate 
their birthday to us - and all this money, although small 
(generally between 10 and 40 dollar donations), adds up 
and has really been a lifesaver.”

Fee for service and small business endeavors were named 
in numerous responses as well. One organization described 
how they have been able to sustain their work from 
cooperative enterprises and worker-controlled business that 
had brought them $200,000 in revenue. Another example 
was actually doing skills trade rather than payment: one 
organization traded IT (Internet Technical) support for 
financial management tools. 

Another organization tried multiple grassroots fundraising 
strategies: “Created an online newsletter which we use 
for asks. Trying to get more name recognition to gain the 
attention of individual donors, asked friends to advocate 
for us when they meet donors (this led to two significant 
donations). Tried online auctions (that didn’t work). Sold 
wild rice at a big conference. Asked people to throw house 
parties. Participated in a statewide donation push in which 
state foundations matched donations for one day. Utilized 
social networks such as Facebook to make asks.”

Expanding the Fundraising “team” and 
Strategies

A strategic fundraising and spending strategy was 
mentioned as an important step in sustaining their 
organization. One organization offered their plan on how to 
integrate “money matters” into their organizational culture: 
“1) collaborative budgeting to ensure everyone knows what’s 
going on/has input into critical decisions; 2) periodically 
revisiting our strategic plan and intended impacts to 
maintain capacity and keep us grounded in a ‘less is more’ 
mindset; 3) staying in front of existing and new funders—

everything is an opportunity; 4) pushing our board to 
increase their cultivation of individual donors, for example.” 

Organizations were also involving more people in 
fundraising. From increased board involvement, to 
members becoming small donors to having friends 
networks, organizations were asking their entire community 
to support their fundraising. 

Diversifying takes time

Diversification is a sensible strategy to improve 
sustainability, but it does not come without challenges. 
Diversifying revenues takes time. One organization 
described how “less foundation dollars, means more time 
being invested in nurturing an individual donor database, 
more time being put into managing small grants.” 
Another organization noted: “We’re working to diversify 
our funding. While we are lucky to have a diverse base 
of union, foundation, and private sources of funding, we 
haven’t developed a strong individual donor base--so we’re 
working on that. And also how we can pool resources with 
other groups.”

And at the end of the day, some strategies may work and 
others may not: “Our aggressive fundraising strategy 
to diversity funding slightly moved us from being as 
dependent on foundations…while we added a few new 
individual donors, earned income was not as successful 
because other organizations were not able to pay for the 
technical assistance and capacity building training we 
provide on a fee-for -service basis; nor were we able to add 
new foundations because they decided to build the capacity 
of current grantees rather than take on new grantees.” 

Organizations noted successes and challenges in trying new 
strategies. Certain strategies like building micro-enterprise 
require additional investment and capacity-building. 
Others, such as new donor cultivation, take time. One 
organization that tried corporate sponsorship said it didn’t 
initially work but thought they would be more adept to do 
it the following year. 

“The downturn was a wake-up call 
that made us realize that we need to 
diversify our funding streams!”  
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In addition, a set of questions probed what organizations 
thought about funder and donor interest in organizing 
work. The responses split fairly evenly on the question of 
whether resources to organizing, their issue and geographic 
area and national and intermediary organization had 
increased or decreased. But organizations comments gave 
us some cautions on how those interests were playing out. 

increased interest in Organizing But… 

One third of organizations found that there had been 
increased interest in organizing but some expressed 
concerns about what that looked like. 

 l Organizing often misunderstood. 
One organization felt that there wasn’t a full 
understanding of organizing: “Organizing and 
movement building have become loaded words. 
Organizing what? Movement building has become 
coalition work done by paid staff from organizations. 
There is interest but lack of understanding.” Another 
found that there was increased interest but that “many 
foundations have not yet signed on to supporting it in 
a meaningful and sustainable way. Others are ‘assessing’ 
the field.” Another noted that there was increased 
interest, but not increased funding—particularly long 
term funding needed to build a base and a movement. 

 l Funding that doesn’t reach on the ground and people 
of color led organizations. 
Another concern was what types of organizing was 
being funded—for example Obama’s Presidential 

campaign. “There has been a general increase in small 
and some large donor interest in the last three years 
first via moveon.org and then more elaborately via 
the Obama & Organizing for America phenomenon, 
though I don’t think this has translated to organizations 
that have been working long-term on the ground to have 
the resources or know-how to set up and sustain such 
systems.” For another organization, the money wasn’t 
reaching people of color led organizations, “[State] 
foundations say they are interested in community 
organizing, however, that support is not followed by 
dollars and if you do a racial equity analysis of who is 
getting organizing money, a large proportion of these 
organizations are led by white people, in other words, 
the few dollars that are being invested in community 
organizing are being given to non people of color to do 
people of color work.” 

 l The impact of scandals and right wing attacks. 
One organization felt that the right-wing attacks and 
recent scandals amongst organizing groups would 
impact increased interest in organizing. “The scandals 
that some organizing groups have had are scaring 
away some funders. There’s been an increasing interest 
in organizing over the past few years as foundations 
realized it’s hard to sustain policy changes without 
organized constituencies driving it. But now they are 
becoming wary of organizing as a strategy again because 
of organizational missteps of some in the movement and 
demonization by the extreme right.” 

Shifts Away from Organizing

Though funding for an issue may have increased, it may not 
have been for organizing. 

 l Funding policy over organizing.  
One example given was how funding in immigration 
had increased to get legislation passed but one 
organization noted “all of this has gone into legislative 
advocacy and not into organizing, and the politics of 
which are not that aligned with our members’ values 
and principles. So we and most of our members did 
not benefit from this surge of new funds. As a result, 
the core organizing and capacity-building work has 
suffered.” Another organization also found the shift 
more towards policy work and less on movement 
building or organizing community and stated, “Policy 
work on its own is not enough.”

SectiOn 7: PhilanthrOPic SuPPOrt OF Organizing 

table 7: donor and Funder interest

Perception of donor and funder interest as decreased 
(d), Stayed the Same (S) or increased (i) in: 

d S i

interest in organizing work 39% 28% 33%

investment in organization’s 
issue area

36% 36% 28%

investment in the 
organization’s geographical 
area

35% 47% 18%

resources to national or 
intermediary organizations

29% 37% 34%

Source: SOS Survey 2010
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 l National and intermediaries divert funds. 
Some organizations noted diverted funds or interest in 
national work and national collaborations. There was a 
critique of intermediaries not being aware of the local 
context when doing the work. “National intermediaries 
suck up a lot of resources with very little benefit in 
terms of moving policy on the ground. The organizers 
that have been parachuted into our region to work on 
issue campaigns have been very ineffective—they don’t 
have the cultural competency, the relationships, and the 
nuanced analysis of the dynamics.” 

 l There was also concern about the work expectations from 
national organizations that was not necessarily paired with 
funding: “The national groups seem oblivious [to] the 
capacity needs and keep making more demands on groups 

yet offer tiny amounts of money or nothing and then if 
groups are not able to ramp up their work the national 
groups send in some of their national staff to ‘supplement’ 
the organizing and do expediency mobilizing.” 

 l Increased competition amongst organizations. 
One organization concluded that “while the interest in 
funding may not have decreased (or even increased) the 
competition for funding is fierce.” This was echoed by 
another organization. “The organization will become 
more cut throat and competitive to demonstrate its 
worthiness to foundations.” In a time of decreased 
resources, this is a real issue for organizations in how 
to continue to leverage funds to their organizations. In 
the next sections, we explore ways that foundations can 
support organizations. 

The survey probed what the organizations thought 
foundations could do to support organizing, as well as 
key issues affecting funder-organization partnerships. 
To improve partnerships with grassroots community 
organizations, many spoke to the need for structural and 
cultural changes within the larger philanthropy sector to 
foster a more equitable dynamic, genuinely collaborative 
relationships, and accountability vis-à-vis the grantees.

Calling for an ‘Organizing-Appropriate’ 
Funding Paradigm

 l Flip the “bigger is better” notion.  
Many comments expressed their disagreement with 
the dominant notion that “Bigger is Better.” Certain 
funding patterns often perceive bigger, more visible, and 
older organizations as a ‘safer’ investment option. One 
organization asked to “stop pouring money into the belt-
way organizations who sell out the grass roots activists 
on a regular basis.” Another noted that “foundations 
should not go just for the big names, and big one size 
fits all type of organizations.” In addition, “[Foundations 
should] not require grass roots organizations to work 
with ‘mainstream’ orgs to obtain funding and be 
considered ‘legitimate.’” Often, small, local organizations 
lack the legitimacy of their expertise in issues they are 
working to address. While it seems a sensible option to 
augment their legitimacy by pairing them with a more 
established institution from the funders’ perspective, 

grantees are having to negotiate the consequences of 
that partnership—including significant drawbacks and 
challenges, often hidden from funders.

 l “Give based on long-term goals not fads.”  
Calls for increased support of multi-year change 
efforts ranked high. Efforts such as “development of 
community leaders [would] ensure that we don’t just win 
short-term battles, but instead we win the war.” Another 
noted how “a little can go a long way but it has to be 
consistent, and not pull out after 1–2 years. It takes time 
to build all the structure, and being able to maintain it 
with livable wages, and functional spaces.” Foundations, 
according to one respondent “need to re-focus and re-
invest on good, core, long-term organizing work, not on 
quick fixes or some new frenzy that promises numerical 
but politically worthless ‘deliverables.’” This would 
also mean more sustained investment, to avoid “pulling 
the plug after one or two years when the issues being 
worked require long term commitments.” 

Capacity Building for Program Officers 

 l Better understand “organizing.” 
The turnout of 100,000 protesters decrying SB1070 in 
Arizona in May of 2010 was hardly the sole outcome of 
short-term mobilizing, but a manifestation of years, if 
not decades, of grassroots, localized organizing work in 
the communities that provided a solid foundation for an 

SectiOn 8: thOughtS On the rOle OF PhilanthrOPY in 
SuPPOrting Organizing
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action of such a scale. However, the “behind-the-scenes” 
work often goes unnoticed—hence, the critical call to 
funders to better “understand the difference between 
organizing and mobilizing, and that mobilization 
only gets you so far” as a way to strengthen grassroots 
mobilizations as a key component of organizing. One 
organization asked to “Recognize that true change is not 
top down. Indeed, organizing rests on assumption that 
the change happens bottom-up.” In addition, organizing 
assumes expertise of people directly impacted by issues 
they seek to address. “[Funders] really do the homework 
about what immigrant and communities of color have 
done to survive with so little, all these years, because 
they are the experts of their own communities.”

 l Fully wear the “funder” hat. 
Increasing diversity among Program Officers is a 
laudable development, and at the same time is raising 
the need for funders of color to negotiate institutional 
and community affiliations when engaging grantees. 
“It seems like many foundation officers whether they’re 
women or men of color assume that they can speak for 
communities because they are from those communities 
but that is not their role. They need to be working with 
the community and allowing the community to speak 
for itself.”

What Can be Done NOW?

 l Seek more community input. 
“Foundations should collaborate more, and make more 
decisions with input from key leaders in our sector.” 
Being on the frontlines, organizations asked that 
they be “more involved in discussions around current 
landscape, involve organizations/grantees in discussions 
that relate to shifting priorities for the foundation to 
make sure they are getting accurate information and 
research to inform those changes; work with other 
funders to educate them about what’s needed; listen to 
organizations.” 

 l Give more core support funds rather than episodic 
project grants. This “allows for organizations to more 
nimbly respond to what’s happening on the ground, the 
commitment over a period of time allows organizations 
to plan ahead, to save and increases a feeling of stability, 
which increases morale.”

 l Diversify types of “support.”  
Suggestions included underwriting or providing 
professional development, (e.g., fundraising and finance 
training, etc.) One organization noted that they would 
prefer funding where they chose the content and 
consultant to work with. Another asked for support in 
ways to merge aspects of their work (communications, 
policy, research, etc.) through deliberate restructuring. 
“Lend their expertise” said one organization, “[and] help 
us to launch campaigns with both money and resources 
we lack.” Other innovative strategies included leveraging 
or matching funds, and emergency and rapid response 
funds as being particularly helpful at this time of intense 
resource scarcity.

 l Develop and apply appropriate tools of evaluation. 
There were a few suggestions on ways to evaluate 
funding so that both funders and granters could be 
held accountable. On the one hand, one organization 
suggested: “Hold grantees accountable to authentic 
grassroots organizing.” On the other hand, creating 
an evaluation of the funding systems that include all 
perspectives: “Let us conduct an evaluation of funding 
from a community and funder perspective.” 

 l Mitigate/remove obstacles to funding organizing: 
Numerous respondents named the relatively shorter-
term focus span of funders on any particular issue as a 
key impediment to sustaining the organizing efforts in 
a continuous way: “One day its environmental justice 
and the next its climate change and green jobs…and it 
seems very top down rather than bottom-up.” The trend 
in recent years toward measurable and evidence-based 
outcomes over experiential and qualitative impact in the 
world of evaluation has posed barriers for organizing, 
precisely because transformative, cultural, and social 
change cannot be easily measured or quantified. The 
reality is, organizing rarely leads to tangible outcomes in 
a short period of time. How do you measure outcomes 
for community organizing when it comes from bottom 
up?”

 l Streamline the administrative processes. Simplify the 
application or reporting process. Renew efforts to use a 
basic common application format amongst foundations 
and therefore decrease the necessity to totally reinvent 
the wheel with every grant application.
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As we finish writing the report, we got news of a Domestic 
Workers Bill of Rights that has just passed through New 
York senate that can create the first worker protection bill 
for domestic workers. The victory stems out of ten years 
of sustained organizing by Domestic Workers United 
that include organizing, advocacy, awareness building and 
base building. We know that these and other emerging 
movements in our communities take time to grow. They 
need to be transformative and alter systems that have been 
in place for decades, some times centuries. They include 
leadership training, strategy planning, confidence building, 
research and outreach to allies. Nothing fast tends to 
last. Organizing can bring about long-term institutional 
changes, not just quick fixes. 

As our communities face the most turbulent upheavals in 
recent history, we carry a vision of another world. It serves 
as a bright beacon to guide our efforts. The findings from 
this study demonstrate that organizations will continue to 
sustain the work even in the face of decreased resources. 
But now is the opportune moment to step back and 
decide how we can create stronger and more sustainable 
organizations. This includes thinking about immediate 
recovery of the organizing sector as well long term 
investments that will place organizations in more solid 
positions in the future. 

We have witnessed the grassroots enthusiasm in the survey 
effort as well as ally funders’ deep engagement in exploring 
how organizing can survive and thrive for the long haul. 

It is time to do something about sustainability. This is our 
call to—and we don’t purport to have the prescription for 
action—build off the data and stories and engage each 
other and major stakeholders on how to create a sustainable 
movement. 

We hope this report and its findings will help stimulate 
those conversations. For instance, one of the advisors to 
this study suggested “what are the most viable and strategic 
interventions that can be made, as gleamed from this 
study?” Another advisor eagerly asked “how can we take 
this new knowledge we generated ourselves as a movement, 
as something that reflects our collective reality, to articulate 
the conditions and craft solutions for the immediate, as well 
as longer-term?”

We invite you to share your thoughts and questions 
with us—from the US Social Forum to local convenings 
to online spaces including our project blog, at http://
sustainingorganizing.tumblr.com/ and with each other. 
We invite the philanthropic sector to add to the dialog, 
support these conversations, and brainstorm ways that we 
can build a strong grassroots organizing sector rooted in our 
communities. 

Herein lies all the answers we need to survive and thrive—
in our hearts, and experiences we live every day. Let us 
continue our journey of inquiry, and demonstrate for our 
future generations, that another world is possible, only if we 
listen to ourselves.

cOncluSiOn: let’S get mOVing On SuStainaBilitY 
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